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ABSTRACT
With an increased amount of freely available online resources
and strong interest in automatic crawling and analysis on
such resources, suitable visualisation techniques to present
the results of such analysis present an important agenda for
the visualisation research community. Interactivity on the
Web has also become much more commonplace and accept-
able as today’s Web technologies such as Web 2.0 and Flash
become more widespread. While conventional graphs and
charts augmented with interactivity are one way to present
the output of analysis, an interaction strategy that leverages
the interactivity style of the Web should be more suitable
than what we see today. We present a novel interactive vi-
sualisation technique designed and implemented on top of
text-based sentiment analysis for financial blog posts where
a user can easily search and browse bloggers’ aggregated
opinions on commercial companies in a way that helps un-
derstand the levels of online opinion in a summarised as well
as a detailed manner.
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INTRODUCTION
Studies on crawling Websites such as blogs, news articles,
product reviews and political columns and then automati-
cally extracting useful information or determining their mean-
ing, has become an increasingly active area of research. This
helps realise the great potential for leveraging the rich online
resources available today. Sentiment Analysis of blog posts
is one of these efforts: trying to determine bloggers’ opin-
ions in terms of positive or negative sentiment, by analysing
the text contained in the blog posts. As with any other sim-
ilar text analyses, an important issue derived from such an
analysis is how to present the results to users in a way that
facilitates easy understanding of the overall trend of blog
sentiment, as well as specific instances of such blogs.
The question we ask (and the solution we present) in this pa-
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per is how we could leverage Web interactivity in visualising
the sentiment of blogs as a result of crawling and analysing a
large number of such blogs. Conventional charts and graphs
are an effective static visualisation tool but how can we bet-
ter incorporate the dynamic and higher levels of interactivity
that suit the style of today’s Web interaction ?
Considering the increasing interactivity on today’s Web ser-
vices and its’ popularity, leveraging the style of Web inter-
activity and exploring visualisation strategies in that direc-
tion is well worth an investigation. In this paper we present
a novel interactive visualisation strategy and the resultant
Web interface allowing its users to interactively search and
browse the output of sentiment analysis, similar to the way
Web users search and browse Web pages using a Web search
service.
VISUALISING SENTIMENT ANALYSIS — ALTERNATIVES
TO PIE CHARTS AND BAR GRAPHS ?
Visualising the blogosphere has become an increasingly pop-
ular research challenge, and a number of graphical represen-
tations have been adapted to visualise the results of blog text
analysis, although most of these are still at an experimental
or planned, rather than deployed, stage. Examples include
the use of different sizes of rectangular areas and colours
as positive/negative opinion indicators [4], [1], spatial seg-
mentation of Google News stories with colour-coded story
categorisation1, a pie-chart-like petal visualisation of differ-
ent facets of sentiment such as Positive/Negative, Coopera-
tive/Conflict, Pleasure/Pain and Virtue/Vice [6], the use of a
large area to plot months of US presidential election events
by colour-coding between Republican (Red) and Democrat
(Blue) [13], multiple mini bar charts to visualise different
facets of home electronics such as LCD, battery and speaker
[11], blog visualisations where positive/negative emotions
are colour-coded in blue/red and presented as a stack of hori-
zontal bars [5], and where blog entry length, comment length,
and the number of posts by the same bloggers are mapped to
visual properties (colour, circle size and distance from time-
line) [10]. More conventional graph/chart-based timeline vi-
sualisations of consumer-generated data include MoodViews
[3], ThemeRiver [8], and a method that uses a Time Series
Data Processing technique [2].
Other innovative blog visualisations include Twingly Blog-
1Newsmap: http://marumushi.com/apps/newsmap/index.cfm
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stream2 which analyses and visualises the linkage status of
bloggers in a time graph, where such linkage status amongst
blog messages can be visualised as 3-D shapes [9]. “We
Feel Fine” [7] crawls blog websites and identifies where a
blogger’s feelings are mentioned, and visualises these as ani-
mated keyword clouds with a montage of images taken from
the blog sites on a given day. We can imagine how these
could be extended to the style of well-known 3-D visuali-
sation techniques such as Cone-Trees, Document Lens and
Perspective Wall where large, high-resolution monitors are
usually assumed. In this paper we address the question of
what would be an effective visualisation strategy, other than
variations of conventional graphs and charts above, which is
at the same time Web-friendly yet integrates even more user
interactivity.
INTEGRATING INTERACTIVITY INTO SENTIMENT VISU-
ALISATION
In this section, we briefly describe the sentiment analysis
system we have developed, then present the novel interaction
strategy and detailed design considerations and decisions we
have taken to realise the strategy.
System for Sentiment Analysis on Financial Blogs
The sentiment analysis system at the back-end of the inter-
face described in this paper was developed from a collabo-
ration between Dublin City University and Zignals3, a com-
pany working in online stock trading. The aim of the sys-
tem is to automatically extract subjective opinions found on
blogs and to track the changing sentiment from the blogo-
sphere towards individual stocks and the market in general.
The system has been crawling financial weblogs from over
170 sources since May 2009, and has to date crawled over
44,000 relevant articles, namely those relevant to any com-
pany in the S&P 500 list (currently our system has analysed
over 34,000 article-company matches). These are then anal-
ysed for sentiment (positive, neutral, negative) towards that
company, using topic-based sentiment analysis approaches
described in [12]. The results of this sentiment analysis is
then aggregated for the interactive visualisation described in
this paper.
Unit Representation
The core of our interactive visualisation is the concept of
“Unit Representation”, a visual representation of the result
of sentiment analysis on a particular object (a company in
our case), serving as the building block of the overall inter-
action our visualisation uses for searching and browsing.
Figure 1. Unit representation - defining a visual representation for in-
teractive querying and browsing
2Twingly Blogstream: http://www.twingly.com/enterprise
3Zignals: http://www.zignals.com
Figure 1 shows such a Unit Representation depicting (1) the
name and logo of a company (VF Corp in this case), (2) the
number of blog sources used for analysis (24 articles from 7
Websites in this case) and (3) the aggregated level of opinion
(+2 on a scale between -3 and +3, and amounting to 3.5%
increase compared to a previous time period in this case).
Searching and Browsing
Once the Unit Representation is defined as in Figure 1, then
it can be used as a ‘virtual document surrogate’ that can be
presented as a unit of retrieval on the user-interface. In other
words, a user can conduct a search and the result is a list
of Unit Representations, ranked initially by the order of the
analysed level of opinions. The user can further select an
entry in the search result, browse more details, check where
the sources of this level of opinion came from, etc. Figure 2
shows a screenshot of the overall system interface.
On the top left of Figure 2, a user starts by selecting a cate-
gory of companies (Finance, Medicine, Insurance, etc. cur-
rently Technology is selected in the figure) and the overall
sentiment on all companies in the selected category is in-
dicated on the right of the category selection. Below this,
the user can further specify a time interval by clicking on
mini calendar icons and selecting a date, or by clicking on
common time interval types (week, month, and year) upon
which ‘from/to’ boxes will be adjusted to the selected inter-
val. When the user clicks on the ‘GO’ button, the result will
be presented below, as a list of Unit Representations. The
search result can be sorted by the levels of positive/negative
sentiment, the rate of opinion change, company name, or the
number of articles that mentioned the company, by clicking
on the sorting buttons (below the ‘GO’ button). Clicking
on any of the entries then presents all the articles that were
used to derive the opinion rating in the Articles panel in the
middle of the screen (in Figure 2 the user selected Microsoft
and the Articles panel presents the articles that refer to Mi-
crosoft). At the top of this panel a summary of the opinions
from all articles that refer to the selected company is pre-
sented, and below it is a list of articles in a summarised for-
mat. Each article entry also shows whether it has a positive,
negative or neutral opinion about the company with a small
colour circle beside the article’s title. The article entries can
be sorted by the level of positiveness/negativeness, title of
the article or by the date of post, similar to the sorting fea-
ture of the search result panel on the left. Clicking on the
title of an article then opens up a web browser window and
brings the user to the original online article so that the user
can read the full article from the source Website. Finally on
the right side of the screen is the Sources panel that shows
a list of source Websites and the number of articles used in
the analysis of the selected company, changing as the user
selects a different company.
As can be seen in this interaction, the strategy employed
turns the conventional concept of static graphical representa-
tion (which most financial information and company profile
charts use) into an inherently interactive, search-like inter-
face where the user starts with querying followed by sorting
the search result to see the results in different orders and then
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Figure 2. Putting together - stacking Unit Representation as a result of searching
browsing for more detail on the entries in the results.
Opinion Changes Over Time
As changes of opinion over time can be effectively presented
and easily understood with a conventional time-based graph,
such a graph can be incorporated into our overall design sim-
ply as a panel at the bottom of the screen which can slide
up or down as the user wishes. If a user wants to view the
temporal changes of an opinion about a particular company,
s/he selects a company on the search result panel and drags it
down to the bottom of the screen where the Time Plot panel
tab is located (see Figure 2). This will then slide up the Time
Plot panel and present the selected company’s profile change
over the user-specified period (see Figure 3). The user can
drag in more than one company into this slide-up panel to
compare the profile changes of multiple companies.
In Figure 3 the user has dragged two companies (Intel Corp.
and Hewlett Packard) into the Time Plot panel, and each
is assigned a unique colour (orange and red). Bringing the
mouse cursor on the entry on the left of the Time Plot panel
highlights the line in the graph area on the right, with verti-
cal dotted lines at each of the data analysis points indicating
the variance of opinions at that point in time. In Figure 3,
the Intel Corp. time plot shows that the opinions improved
over the past 1 week with the variance of opinions decreas-
ing (i.e. opinions converging) as the orange line and its ver-
tical dotted lines indicate. At any time the user can click on
the Time Plot panel heading to slide it down or up, trading
off the area with the list of companies presented above. On a
very large computer screen we could facilitate a permanent
area for Time Plot panel without sacrificing other informa-
tion areas, but in the current implementation we assumed a
computer monitor in a typical office, and thus we adopted
such a slide-in and -out panel solution.
CONCLUSION
Facilitating interactivity in visualisation does not necessarily
mean conventional graphs and charts augmented with a few
animated or mouse-over effects. Our contribution in this pa-
per is to explore and introduce a new interactive visualisation
where an individual retrieval unit is visually defined then it is
used as the unit of searching and browsing as if one searches
Web pages, rather than attempting a more conventional high-
density visualisation schemes often tried in the visualisation
community. Thus the issue here is not so much on how much
information density one screen can accommodate (e.g. how
many companies the left panel can display) similar to the fact
that a scalability is not an issue on most Web search engines’
search result display where only top few entries are of con-
cern to the user and he/she can easily sort or filter the order
of entries. The system is fully implemented with its Web in-
terface running on Silverlight. While we have had a series of
informal user tests during the prototype development stage
with the interface, we are now planning to conduct a more
formal evaluation with the complete system in order to gain
a better understanding of the ways this strategy can support
a specific set of tasks in the financial domain.
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